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Once written in this catalogue specifications and data can be

changed without notice to improve performance of Master

Camper Van

*

* The color of the photos in the catalogue may be slightly different

from the actual color of the vehicle through the printing process.

* This print is designed to help customers understanding and

focuses on the top models and options.

* When purchasing a vehicle, please refer to the price list and

get the dealer's explanation and guidance.

* In some cases, the selection of specification may be applied

to the photos in this catalogue, so there may be differences

from the actual purchased vehicle.



 

DTCH GmbH. DEUTSCHE TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN GROUP

Refinement Partners by Porsche,
Germany
Made in Germany

REFINEMENT SUPERCAR PARTNERS BY PORSCHE

UX/UIUX/UI

“German innovative technology & design”

Dtech Gmbh is
the world's best supercar tuning company with own tuning technology and

design capabilities, and is the first German joint venture to enter the Asian

market based in Korea in 2018. 

Dtech Gmbh is also the Seoul branch of Tech-Art, Germany's No.1 official

tuning partner company of Porsche. 

German engineering and design, service based on the mobility implementation

and the different sensibility to suggest a new public space so that customers

can lead to more affluent life, it is goal of Dtech Gmbh.



in-house design and modelbuilding, aerodynamic optimization 
in the wind-tunnel

high-precision tooling for Polyurethane-RIM series production

type-approvals, part certification and homologation computer aided development processing

verification of material performance and crashworthiness

trouble-free installation, finishing and servicing at 
authorized service centers

component and track testing secures performance and 
every day use suitability

premium quality raw materials such as PU-RIM, carbon fiber,

hand selected leather hides and precious woods

TECHART is the international premium brand for 
individualization of any Porsche model. Driven by the highest
demands on design excellence, high technology development 
competence and our responsible attitude towards emotion and 
reason.

Our core principle: OE manufacturer quality – visible and 
invisible. All genuine TECHART products are the result of 
this maxim.

Refinement Partners by Porsche,
Germany
Made in Germany

REFINEMENT SUPERCAR PARTNERS BY PORSCHE



CAMPER VAN
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Europe's No.1 European camping car
German technology and certificated
MASTER CAMPER VAN

The newly introduce of Master Camper Van for travel lovers has

applied built-in furniture and various technologies to use more

effectively in limited space.

Built-in system, lighting, comfortable movement considering UX,

Join the Master Camper Van, where you can camp at any time,

day and night, with mood you want.
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Escape from daily life

Lifestyle
Design

MASTER CAMPER VAN
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Your daily life will be changed.

The design of a Master Camper Van completed with

German technology applied along with European design.

Soft rounded surfaces relieve visual weight and enhance

the driver's dignity with strong grill and logo.
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By reproducing the interior sensibility of the VIP airplane,

it provides a luxurious and comfortable atmosphere with German technology,

The interior of the camper van, which is fused with various technologies such as folding seats,

is not only a design focused on functionality, but also a solution that satisfies emotions.

The combination of technology and emotions. It's the identity of Master Camper Van.

that reproduces the sensibility of a high-end airplane

Interior Design

10 11

DEUTSCHE TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN GROUP



01  Upper line lighting

07  Storage box

02  Main lighting

08  32inch TV

03  Ventilator

09  90L Refrigerator

04  Microwave

10  Floor heating controller

05  Bathroom & Storage

11  Under line lighting

06  Induction & sinkball

12 1301  Sky Window

03  Upper storage box

05  Rear entrance & mosquito net

07  Leather seat for convertible bed

09  High-end decoration tiles and floor heating systems. 

02  Ceiling air conditioner

04  Mood light, USB, 220V

06  Electric table

08  Unpower heater

Electric Table

 Height can be adjusted for user's needs with the control panel.



03Welcome to 
New Living Space

MASTER CAMPER VAN
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A new way to efficiently use a limited interior space, both sofa and bed mode provide the best living ability to develop freely.

By adopting a reliable manual structure, it becomes a reliable base camp even on a rough journey.
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01  Upper storage box

02  Kitchen storage box

03  Right storage wall

04  Entrance storage box

05  Left storage box & closet

04
Master Camper Van prepared a leisurely

storage space to store everything you

need for your trip, including camping

equipment, clothes, shoes, and food.

The bed space of the Dtch Master Camper Van,

larger than the queen-sized bed, helps you

sleep comfortably like a luxury hotel anywhere.

16 17

침대 스탭씬
Comfortable
Experience

Storage Space

1

Adjust the electric table to the height of the bed

2

Take out the support from the bottom

of the sofa and install

3

Lay the seat back cushion to the middle.

01

02 03 04 05
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Master’
Premium Kitchen

19

s

PRIVATE SIGNATURE KITCHEN, ANOTHER LEVEL OF PERFECTION

The main of Dtch's German Technology & Design, it's interior.

Among them, the kitchen space in Dtch Master Camper Van provides you best meal even if it snows,

rains, and winds.

01 02 03

04

01  90L Refrigerator 02  23L Microwave

04  2100W Induction03  Ventilation fan
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01

04

Master’
Efficiency & Utility

s
02

05 06

03

EFFICIENT MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE COMPOSITION

The interior layout considering the flow of the user's gaze is designed not only for efficiency but also sensitivity.

Shower room and kitchen were placed in one space to consider the efficient use of water tanks, and built-in 

refrigerator and microwave were also placed according to natural movements.

Shower room and kitchen were placed on the side of the car door to complete a comfortable living space.

All in one mood lamp with USB combines

practicality and sensibility.

01

 

The ceiling is opened, providing a pleasant

atmosphere and openness.

04

 

Film-type floor heating is installed to provide

warmness like ondol.

02

 

Power outlets support 220V and help you use

electronic equipment like home.

05

 

Fresh/waste water storage and support for

bed installation is under the left seat.

03

 

Various electronic equipment and an

unmanned heater is installed under the

right seat

06
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*Smart TV is seperate option.

30 23

Master’ Infortainments

For more wide space bedroom,

32-inch TV is good enough to watch and enjoy a variety of media.
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Smart
Control Panel

쉽고 빠른 스마트 컨트롤 시스템

24 25

Germany's advanced UX/UI design helps anyone to check all the information of vehicle and manipulate

all lighting devices (brightness adjustable) and convenience functions easily. Optimal service can be

provided by Camper Van, and all devices can be operated by mobile application control system.

Display of integrated touch control system and battery information

MOBILE APPLICATION CONTROL SYSTEM

Full touch
control system

Mobile app
control
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Master’
Cozy Mood Space

s
01 Lighting is one of the most important factors in the living space.

02 The indoor mood lights and lighting with a cozy atmosphere create luxury spaces.

03 Outdoor waterproof LED bars help you avoid inconvenience during outdoor meals and activities.
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Master’
All in One Bathroom

s09

The 150L fresh water storage is good enough to travel.
You can check the remaining amount of fresh water at any time through the integrated controller panel.

01
 

All in one toilet equipped with a towel & tissue hanger, fixed toilet, shower, shelfs.
It provides a very ample space for one adult.

02
 

Bathroom fan provides a pleasant toilet interior throughout the four seasons.03
 

The rotary toilet can be rotated for suitable purpose when using before/after. In addition, the toilet can
be locked through an internal device after use to prevent the smell of sewage and dirt from inside.

04
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DEUTSCHE TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN GROUP

The true face of the Master Camper van begins with a small break.

You can rest without interference from anyone where you want to stay. A design

that blends with the surrounding environment will not interfere with your rest.

The true face of the Master Camper van begins with a small break.

You can rest without interference from anyone where you want to stay. A design

that blends with the surrounding environment will not interfere with your rest.

Adding emotions to camping, 
always pursues wonderful trip.
Master Camper Van
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LARGE SIZE ELECTRIC AWNING (350X250)

The electric awning can be operated by remote control, so anyone can easily and quickly create a resting place from sunlight and rain.

In addition, LED lights that can adjust the brightness at night can brighten the outside space to provide a perfect atmosphere.

Details are important for a perfect trip

Option
Detail

32 7

LIGHTELECTRIC
MOVING WIDE
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PRACTICAL AND WIDE ENTRANCE & MOSQUITO NET

The dedicated side door is lighter than the existing sliding door, making it

convenient to enter. In addition, a dedicated mosquito net is installed at all

entrances, so it is free from pests.

01

02 04

03 05

01 Fixed toilet, outside service door 02 TV terminal box + 220V 03 KEPCO charger

04 Electric foothold 05 Outside ladder

OTHER EXTERNAL DEVICES

Have everything you want. That's the direction of Dtch GmbH pursues.

Master Camper Van, the only proven product without any small inconvenience.
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01  Fresh water filler

02  Rear door and screen

04  Rear storage box

03  Outdoor showerhead05

06

01 0302

신발 수납함 추가

04

The fresh water tank and 125L sewage tank

(including a mobile sewage tank) that can be

stored up to 150L always create a refreshing

atmosphere of travel.

01

Operate the lever of the toilet to

the left. (Unlock the sewage can)

How to separate the portable sewage container (25L) 100L daily sewage tank.

02

You can take the handle and take

out the sewage can.

150L Fresh water tank

It can be automatically discharged by

operating the valve.

150L

Storage Clean Reuseable

03

You can move comfortably by pulling

out the handle.

05  400W Solar panel

06  Sky window
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DTCH Master
Camper Van

MASTER CAMPER VAN

Travel with Dtch Master Camper Van

Break away from daily routine,
Go on a trip with your family.

EUROPEAN SENSIBILITY

A simple indoor space with efficient space arrangement, various convenience functions,

and sensibility. Feel the joy of leisure throughout the four seasons with Master Camper Van.
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Tried to change the frustrating inside of existing 
camper van.  
 
For challenging consumers, Renault has a new interior design 
and eye-catching Tone and Manners.
 

01

 

02

 

With those who are precious to 
you Where we want to be together, 
With Master.

Vehicle specifications Master Bus (15seats)

Full length (mm)

Full width (mm)

Full height (mm)

Wheelbase (mm)

Wheel track (front/back, mm)

Suspension (front/back)

6,225

2,075

2,495

4,335

1,750/1,730

McPherson Strut / Leaf Spring

Disk / Disk

2.3L Diesel direct injection twin turbo

Brack (front/back)

Engine type

Specification

1,750

2
,6

5
0
 (B

us 1
5
 seats)

4,335 (Bus 15 seats)

6,370 (Bus 15 seats) 2,075

2
,6

5
0

1,750



German technology & European sensibility

MASTER CAMPER VAN
Escape from frustrating daily life at anytime, and anywhere with your family.

A practical and systematic internal structure will make your trip more comfortable.


